Governor DeWine Press Briefing
March 25, 2020

- There are currently 704 confirmed cases in Ohio. There have been 10 confirmed deaths.
- First Lady Fran DeWine spoke to how people at home can help and what they can do such as sewing face masks
- Governor DeWine expressed appreciation for those donating personal protective equipment (PPE) and asked any businesses with PPE to donate them
- Again, coronavirus.ohio.gov/businesshelp is a great source for businesses as well as those that qualify for energy assistance
- Reiterated that you CANNOT call police or the health department for interpretation of the Stay at Home order. You have to contact a lawyer.

Ohio General Assembly Update

Today the Ohio Senate voted to pass HB 197 with an emergency amendment to address coronavirus concerns. The summary of the amendment and the amendment is attached. The Ohio House is expected to vote to concur at 3:00 PM today. We will let you know when it passes.